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Heinrich Hoevel

German Violinist in Minneapolis and Thorson's Harbor

A veritable barrage ofinformation made the New World seem like an answer
to all the yearnings of people of the various German States and Principalities
particularly after the revolution of 1848 failed and the populace seemed
condemned to a life of servitude under the nobility and the military. Many of
the Forty-Eighters-Achtundvierziger-hoped for a better life in the New World
and began a monumental migration. The extraordinary influx of German
immigrants into America included a goodly number of gifted artists, musicians
and thinkers who enriched our lives.!

Heinrich Heine, the poet and liberal thinker sounded the call in 1851.

Dieses ist Amerika!
Dieses ist die neue Welt!
Nicht die heutige, die schon
Europaisieret abwelkt. --

Dieses ist die neue Welt!
Wie sie Christoval Kolumbus
Aus dem Ozean hervorzog.
GHinzet noch in Auten frische,

This, this is America!
This is indeed the New World!
Not the present-day already
Faded Europeanized one.

This is indeed the New World!
Such as Christopher Columbus
Drew from out the depths of ocean.
Glittering in cooling streamlets.

Traufelt noch von Wasserperlen, Dripping still with drops of water,
Die zerstieben, farbenspruhend, Scattering its sparks of color,
Wenn sie klisst das Licht der Sonne, When they're kissed by sunlight's beams;
Wie gesund ist diese Welt! Whole and healthy is this world!

1st kein Kirchhof der Romantik,
1st kein alter Scherbenberg
Von verschimmelten Symbolen
Und versteinerten Perlicken.

There's no churchyard of Romance,
There's no pile of ancient fragments
Nor of musty mouldy symbols
And of petrified perukes.

In the same year the American painter Henry Lewis started to exhibit his
panorama of the Mississippi river in Europe and his color lithographs were
published from 1854 to 1857 as Das illustrirte Mississippithal. 2 Some cartoons
in humor magazines such as Fliegende Blatter showed that the new life was not
always a paradise. Still for many Germans, the view of America was that of
the romantic literary pictures-the woodsman and the Indian created by
James Fenimore Cooper and by German authors such as Karl Anton Postl, a
contemporary of Cooper)
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American enticements flooded the German states. Longfellow's Song of
Hiawatha became known in Freiligrath's translation in 1857 only two years
after its American appearance.4 In the last two decades of the nineteenth
century, the prose "travel pictures" of Karl May, 1m fernen Westen [In the Far
West], Helden des Westens [Hero of the West], Winnetou and Old Shurehand
fixed German thought about America in a way that lasts to this very day.5

Young people in Germany often found themselves under the spell of the
Wanderlust, the call of the open. This was true of Apprentices who had moved
up to the status of JourneYman and who now sought a place where they could
settle down and progress to the level of Master. Some of these young people
became aware of the unusual opportunities of the American Free States where
it was understood that they could become landowners, an honored state that
often was impossible in the German States.

In the 1880s, a young violinist of Bonn and Cologne, Heinrich Hoevel, was
seized by a desire to experience America and made his way to New York City.
Even as he played in orchestras of the City and in Boston, Cincinnati, and
Chicago-including one engagement with Victor Herbert-he dreamed of
learning how the Indians fished and hunted.

In June of 1889, he was engaged to play in what was billed as the "Greatest
Musical Event in the History of Minnesota."6 This series of concerts by the
Northwestern Saengerfest brought a chorus of 1,000 trained voices from
Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois and Minnesota together with Gilmore's Band and
seven "soloists of worldwide fame." The Harmonia Society which had labored
three months in preparation could rejoice that the festival attracted more than
20,000 people and raised enough money by receipts to almost cover expenses
so that a guarantee fund advanced by business men hardly needed to be
touched.

When Hoevel stepped off the train at the St. Paul depot in June of 1889, the
first thing he saw was a group of Chippewa in full regalia. 7 Immediately he
decided that here he must stay.

I

Hoevel later wrote a sketch of his life for the Evergreen Club, an
organization founded just prior America's entry into the First World War. On
April Fool's Day, 1916, William Mentor Crosse,8 a gifted pianist, invited eight
Minneapolis musicians to dinner at Schiek's Restaurant but failed to appear
until the dessert course. The group assumed that they had been victims of an
April Fool joke but Crosse had a serious purpose beyond his surprise. He
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proposed for the city an honorary organization of musicians to be called the
Evergreen Club "based on the theory that a man is not old until he admits it."

The charter members, Alfred M. Shuey,9 Gustavus Johnson,lO Willard B.
Heath, Frank H. Forbes, Willard Patton,ll Henry S. Woodruff,12 Harlow
Gale,13 and Heinrich Hoevel, met with Crosse at the Elks Club 18 November
1916 to formally organize the club. They decided that it should remain informal
in nature and should include not just active musicians but critics, patrons,
music dealers, etc.

Hoevel in the Old Log Book of the Evergreen Club14 described his youth,
training, and decision to work in Minnesota thus:

I was born near Bonn-on-the-Rhine on June 22nd 1864. My musical education began

when I was ten years old; first by taking lessons on the violin and later by the study of

the theory of music and of the piano. When sixteen years old, I entered the conservatory of

music in Cologne,15 which is sixteen miles from Bonn, where I had so far obtained my

musical instruction.

The Conservatory of Cologne was under the direction of Ferdinand von Hiller,16 the

eminent pianist, conductor and composer, who was a pupil of Hummel at Weimar, and

whose abilities attracted the notice of both Rossini and Mendelssohn. My principal

teachers at the conservatory-which had a good reputation-were Gustav Hollaender17

(a pupil of David of Leipzig and later of Joachim, a solo violinist who made many

successful tours through Europe) violin, Dr. Klauwell 18 in harmony, counterpoint and the

history of music, Hornspech, piano, and Ferd. von Hiller, composition and form of music

When nineteen years old I went to England, in order to learn better English, and for

one year I was engaged as first violinist at the Alhambra Theatre and also by the Crystal

Palace orchestra then under the direction of Manns. 19 I had now come to the age when I

had to present myself for military service in Germany and I left England to enter the 68th

Infantry Regiment at Coblenz to fulfill my military obligations.

Mter my army service I spent two years to increase my musical education but the

wanderlust had a strong hold on me, and its bossy influence landed me one chilly damp

November morning in 1887 in New York City. Two years were spent in New York,

Boston, Cincinnati and Chicago playing in orchestras and in concert companies and in

June 1889 I played at the musical festival in St. Paul. The wild country, where

civilization had broken only into spots; the people that could be easily approached who

were ready to do anything for you and create something; and a big band of Indians in

their original and picturesque attire fascinated me and caused me to reach the decision to

locate in the great Northwest, which I have never regretted. I felt that I wanted to be in

the midst of these people and scenes and try to do my share in the development of a new

country.
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I was promised an opening in St. Paul, and I returned there in October to my sponsor,

but through my own neglect in advising him of my intention to return I missed the place

arranged for me as leader in some chamber music concerts, so I decided to investigate

Minneapolis. I was surprized while walking up Nicollet Avenue to meet Carl V.

Lachmund and his brother Ernest (Note-Carl Lachmund was a very successful piano

teacher here and married Mathilda Filbert of this city). Carl and I had been fellow

students at Cologne, and I had also known Ernest there.20 There was no such thing in

those days as jumping right into a music position as there is to-day, or even to make a

decent living at $15 per week was theatre pay.

I realized that it was necessary for me to create my own position or in other words to

"till the ground" and attempt to obtain an income such as would afford a decent living.

After spending a short time in Chicago, I returned to MiIineapolis in response to urgent

letters from the Lachmunds as first violinist in the Lachmund String Quartet, and made

my first Minneapolis appearance with it on the evening of Jan 6th 1890 at Dyer's Music

Hall, which qualifies me for memberhip in the Evergreen Club. Minneapolis has been my

home ever since.

I had arrived in the environment that I had hoped I would find, and began my work as

a teacher of the violin which I have continued without interruption excepting during my

vacations, principally spent in the rough country that I love so much on the North Shore of

Lake Superior and where I can rough it next to the soil through which run cold streams

where lively trout abound.

II

Hoevel, a ''hale fellow, well met," made friends easily. The cities abounded in
people of German descent or of German education, so that although he spoke
fluent English, he was never at a loss to find his native language.

He continued his account ofhis life:

Mter Carl went to New York and Ernest to Duluth the Lachmund string quartet was

disbanded and the Hoevel String Quartet was formed with myself as flrst violin, Jacob

Schaetter, second violin, Stefenin viola, and Fritz Schlachter as cello. This quartet

concertized but was hard to keep together on account of the necessity of earning a living,

which was not so easy in those days and as the quartet was not profltable they would

not for the love of music give time to the undertaking. So I kept up the quartet work with

amateurs and semi-professionals in order to keep fresh and alive the interest in chamber

music, and was assisted in this work by Dr. Clarance Strachauer, cellist R L Daniel viola,

Raymond Shyrock and Jesse Schuman violinists who joined me for twenty years in having

weekly "quartet nights." I was glad that my vocation as teacher made it possible in the

early days to assist in some way to give this city the benefit of chamber music, for the
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receipts from the concerts given by the first group were not large, and when there was

money enough, the "wad" was divided and when the house didn't pay I made up the

deficit.

A peculiar custom of the early days was church concerts. Nearly every church gave at

least one concert a year in which the local musicians participated and the congregations

always looked forward with keen appreciation to these events and no more enthusiastic

audiences could be asked for, and these concerts did much to enliven an interest in music

which was not without lasting results.

The most popular instrumental concerts were the Sunday afternoon concerts given in

Harmonia Hall (2nd Ave. S and 3rd St.) under the leadership of Frank Danz, jr. who

conducted a Symphony orchestra. It was not a regular organization, excepting for those

musicians who were employed regularly by Danz in the theatres and otherwise and he

was always glad to have other assistance and with his own men and other willing

workers he maintained at these concerts an orchestra of about fifty pieces. While the

performances were not fmished, they were delivered in good spirit and were greatly

enjoyed by the audience. Mr. Danz jr, was a man of sound musicianship, without any

frills, had played with Theodore Thomas and under other good masters, and pulled a

good bow himself; he often displayed a pecular wit and kept his men in good humor. His

father, Fank Danz, Sr. however, was a man of much higher ideals, and while he had

organized Danz Band which was very popular, his musical productions always reminded

one of a pupil who had not quite fmished his course. He had started giving these concerts

many years before, but when his son returned to St. Paul, where they both lived he

turned his baton over to him, as a kind of heirloom. There was a certain camraderie

between the members and any time that opportunity was given to make tun, this live

bunch headed by Emil Straka, Claude Madden and Fred Will, all good violinists would

grasp the opportunity and make merry.

I am astonished in summing up the early activities at the energy displayed in some

branches, and disappointed in others. I am astonished and with great admiration have I

followed the life of our large and efficient symphony orchestra, the Apollo Club and other

kindred organizations of different nationalities, the work of choral societies all with such

devotion of the supporters and members but I regret the lack of support given to mixed

choruses. Why has this important and particular branch met such an ill fate? I regret

that music has not found its way more into our homes, where the effect is educational

and devotional. With music developed among the youth in the home it gives the same

spiritual and educational rest to the mind that base ball gives to the youth in physical

development, and if you have never tried to be a performer of even the simplest tunes or

have not struggled with the difficulties which arise to make your efforts come out

satisfactorily, then you will never understand music spoken in its highest elevating

thought.
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Heinrich Hoevel with his fiddle
(Courtesy The Evergreen Club)
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Heinrich Hoevel

FRANK DANZ, IR.

J/a.n~' fall Orc:hegfra..
FRANK DANZ, JR., ~IRECTOR.

GEO. W. TRYON,. MANAGER.

QA.I~MONIA QAIiL,

StH)dall~'Marcl) 20tl)~ 1892/1
'" At 3 :30 f'. 0." -,
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l
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A Danz Program
(Courtesy Special Collections, Minneapolis Public Library)
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Weoer',
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BALLET MUSIC-King Henry, VIII " Saint.iki'dMJ:

SOUVENIR DE CURlS .:: ·:·"·';~~~t
'Cello Quartet, by MESSRS. RANsmf, SCHLA<JU'fElt, :";Y';~~

WAGNER AND TRAEGER. ":!~):Lf
-'.,':

. .r"l}
Steck'

2. 'OVERTURg-, 'The Mill on the Cliff" .

• • •

1. MARCH-"Fest"

Arr. by C. M. SltLLING.

3. ALLEGRO VIVACISSIMO-"Sco;ch Symph~~

. 'M.
'0 •• },;;;:~;;~~

4. DANSE MACABRE-,(Dancc of Dco.th) ;..... Saint"
Violin Obligato by H.mmICu HOEvEt.:J;,~~·!t":

, ' ,,~·.~i,'J~,i~;.r:

Zig, Zig, Zig-grim Death in cadence,;,;~.:;;:t''-4i;~
Striking with his heel a tDmb, ". ",:;;
Death at midnight plays a dance tune,
Zig. Zig, Zig, upDn his viDl

The wint~r wind blDWS, and the night is all dark.~,
• -.t,., .. , ... ,

MDans are heard in the. linden trees i:L:·,·'::),
ThrD' the glDDm the white skeletDnspass, ;i.,
Running and leaping in their shrDuds, ,;,'::,· ..;:l';l

Zig, Zig, Zig, each ,me is .frisking, . "oj' .•
. _ ~.! J. '.:' .r~D

The bDdes Df the dancers are heard tD crac~.;~;\

* * * * *. r;':~!L;~:it;~'
* * * * * . ' .. ;,;;;,,')

But histl Df a sudden they quit the' grourid;'''':~~:
They p'lIsh fDrward, they Ily, the co~k has c~~~~'(.;l1

* * * * * ;·jd-i ~.~·d~,

6.

5.

8. OVERTURE-"Jubel"

7. FLIRTA'fION-(by request)

STRING ORCHESTRA.

The Danz Program
(Courtesy Special Collections, ~neapolis Public Li.b~ary)

Note the varied program, Hoevel s solo and a compOSItion by
Mrs Milch, a local woman composer
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This detailed invaluable picture of musical life in early Minneapolis can be
supplemented by a note appended to Heinrich's own account by another
member of the Evergreen Club.

Modesty which becomes a schooled musician accompanies Mr Hoevel's activities.

Pedagogically he has been the moulder of many of our local violinists. As a colleague, his

discussions are interesting and reliable and as a social companion he is 'fit for a king' and

as William Mentor Crosse otherwise known as Billie put it 'Ecclesiastically judged, he

and I have perhaps not left undone some of the things we should not have done but

generally judged I think we have done pretty well the things we should have done' In

plain words, we never started anything which we did not finish, though in some

instances, Hal Woodruff came to our aid. God willing Heinrich and I shall always be

friends, for through the melody of his friendships, I more and more realize that 'the best

tunes come from the oldest fiddles.' SO SAY WE ALL.

Though Hoevel played in the Minneapolis Symphony for its first few
seasons, Heinrich turned more and more to teaching for which he had a special
knack and interest. For a number ofyears he had his own studio, the Heinrich
Hoevel Violin School in the Metropolitan Music Building in Minneapolis until he
joined the MacPhail School. William MacPhail, a violinist ofScottish extraction
and pupil of Sevcik, incorporated his MacPhail School of Music in 1914. This
gradually developed into a full-fledged conservatory and in 1919 Hoevel joined
the staff. He taught there till his death in 1936.

Hoevel joined the Minnesota Music Teachers Association [MMTA] which
began in 1901 and held its first convention in 1902. He quickly rose in the
ranks and became president in 1913. In the year preceding, the association
had approved a plan for the certification by examination of the teachers within
the group. Hoevel, as president, initiated the legal moves to make this happen:
the incorporation of the association and the publication of the first issue of
Minnesota Music, a bimonthly official journal of MMTA. The convention that
year was held in Duluth and Hoevel presided over the most extensive and
exhausting business meeting that the group had held. So devoted was he to the
association that he left some violins, bows and furniture by his will to the group
with the proceeds to benefit MMTA. These passed to the association upon his
death on 14 December 1936.

Heinrich produced many exellent students. Among them was Lillian Nippert
Zelle who reported, "Mr. Hoevel was a wonderful teacher. I never had to
unlearn anything he taught me." Lois Cooper in her history of the Minneapolis
Thursday Musical tells of this student:

At the age offour with a half-size violin, Lillian Zelle began to study with Heinrich Hoevel,

a German-born violinisth who came to Minneapolis in 1889 and became dean of the local
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violin instructors. She continued to study with him through her University years (1909

1913).21

Heinrich encouraged chamber music at every opportunity. For many years up
until his last few, he held weekly quartet meetings ofhimself, Mrs. Edgar Zelle,
Mrs. Louis Bearman and Dr. Strachauer.

III

Many immigrants to the state came not just for economic opportunity but
also for the natural marvels. When Harlow Augustus Gale wrote back to this
bride-to-be after arriving in 1857 at what was to be Minneapolis he extolled
"the green, fresh prairie reaching away to the south, level for miles as a
floor...covered with wild flowers of endless variety."22

Much later in 1914, Caryl Storrs, music critic for the Minneapolis Tribune,
wrote ofwhat he termed "The Infinite Orchestra" to be found in nature.23

Of all the sounds in the world the two most beautiful, to the writer's ear, are those of the

wind in the trees and of water running in a pebbly brook or falling over a cascade. Like

the enchanting variations of sunrise and sunset, no two songs of wind-blown foliage or

rock-fretted water have ever been exactly alike. The character of the tree song depends

upon so many different influences that there never could come a day, in one short human

life, when the new melody of the wind, touching with delicate, invisible finges the aeolian

harp of the woodland, would not repay a hundred-fold the effort necessary to reach the

nearest highland grove.

Minneapolis musicians made their first steps into the out-of-doors by
settling in or visiting the Minnesota River Valley. Hal Woodruff and Emil
Oberhoffer had summer homes in the area. The Evergreen Club had a number
of meetings at Xinta Lodge, the Pond House Cabin at the foot of Lyndale
Avenue (now in Bloomington).

On one of these occasions, Heinrich Hoevel, known to the group as "Heine"
brewed a bowl of punch. The event is recorded in the Old Log Book of the
Evergreen Club with a long poem "The Legend of the BowL" A few stanzas are
quoted here.

There was a man in Xinta Lodge,
And he was wondrous wise.

He brewed a bowl of fragrant punch:
A bowl of monstrous size;

And when he saw the thirsty gang,
With all his might and main

He thrust a stick within the bowl,
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And stirred it up again.

Full many a rare ingredient
He poured into the liquor

With genuine "hootch" to give it bite,
And "goo" to make it thicker.

And as its marv'lous richness grew,
With odors permeating,

He crooned a cheerful melody,
With words ingratiating.

And o'er his childlike, beaming face,
Above that rare creation,

There spread a smile of rapturous
And huge anticipation.

Unfortunately after this "anticipation" Heine spilled the bowl.

'Twas then the jinx got on the job;
And there, his soul to vex,

The kick back-fired, and landed fair
On Heinie's solar plex.

Poor old McGinty, famed in song,
You've nothing on the dish

That slipped from Heinie's nerveless grasp
And went down with a swish.

Then Joey flew up and hit the roof,
And Emmet's knees gave way;

While Crosse's ghost was seen to writhe
Enraged amid the spray.

These trips close to the cities did not satisfy Hoevel. More to his liking for the
primeval forest was a camp above Hovland on Lake Superior. There was no
road to reach such an outpost. Instead, one boarded the steamship America at
Duluth as it began its journey to Port Arthur, Canada. Along the way, it
stopped at towns that had harbors but made frequent calls to small
settlements and fishermen's homes. At these, the inhabitants rowed out to the
steamer to get and send mail and to receive supplies.24

Hoevel's camp could be reached only by landing at the wharf at Chicago Bay
and then getting "one of the Eliason boys" to take him or his friends by small
boat to Thorson's Harbor.25 There as Storrs reports "from out a shining white
camp on shore, waving his hand and smiling his wonderful German smile,
stepped our host, Heinrich Hoevel of Minneapolis."26

Heinrich invited his musical friends, Carlo Fischer, cellist and librarian ofthe
Minnepolis Symphony, Caryl Storrs, music critic of the Minneapolis Tribune,
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" Doc" :\l1d C:lrlo discovering \linncsotn. Carin i~ tr~liling bC~llUSl' 01 ubvi<,lIs r':asons. The
C:trlOoll j~ by enrl Rawson. who has :lcc()mp:,nic~ Dr. Storrs on hikinJ; jourlwys In illustrate his

stOril'S.

Carlo Fischer (left), cellist of the Minneapolis Symphony and Dr. Caryl Storrs,
music critic ofthe Minneapolis Tribune prepared for the out of doors.

(Shown in "Visitin' with the author of "Visitin' 'Round in Minnesota" by Carlo Fischer in the

first year (1915) of the magazine The Minnesotanand as they were viewed by Carl Rawson,

the cartoonist of the Minneapolis Tribune)
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Hal Woodruff aett) and Carlo Fischer (cellist & librarian of Minneapolis Symphony

(Courtesy Evergreen Club, probably taken in the ~esotaRiver Valley)
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Hal Woodruff (left) and Dr. James Davies (critic for the Daily New and Tribune)

(Courtesy Evergreen Club, probably taken in the Minnesota River Valley)
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Hal Woodruff, prominent organist and choir director, Donald Ferguson, second
professor to be appointed to the music department of the University of
Minnesota or others. In Ferguson's handwritten autobiography intended only
for his children, we have a description ofsuch a month's expedition of 1912. The
group arrived in the evening at Hovland and stayed the night with the Eliasons
before being taken by boat to the cabin of Adolf Thorson-the shining white
camp mentioned above.27 Hoevel and his friends lived in tents and made beds
from small balsam boughs. They brought with them some hard Swedish rye
bread and similar things. They could get extra provisions from Hovland. Meat
came from fish, partridge, and rabbits that were plentiful and which were
available since there was no law enforced in that area. Drinking water came
direct from Lake Superior. On one occasion Heinrich even shot a fawn. He
insisted upon good fish. When a pickerel was caught, he threw it back
exclaiming, "That snake."

IV

Heinrich Hoevel was found dead on Sunday, 13 December 1936. He had
remained single-his entire life devoted to music and the out of doors. Funeral
services were conducted on Tuesday the 15th at the Davies Funeral Parlors
with Dr. Marion D. Shutter officiating. Friends and former students performed:
Hal Woodruff at the organ and a trio of Marion Baernstein Bearman, Lillian
Nippert Zelle and Lucille Holliday Swain. The Minneapolis Journal published
the following essay by Harlow Gale on 14 December which sums up the
meaning of Hoevel's life.28

More than all other music teachers together in our city, Heinrich Hoevel taught us for

some 45 years to live in the highest form of music for comradeship: Le., chamber music.

Our greatest composers have poured out their innermost hearts and refined imaginations

for their groups of from two to eight friends. Even more than our heritage of symphonic

masses of tones for festival occasions is our larger heritage of quartet and house music

deeper and higher. Heinrich Hoevel used his fiddle and taught it, not for accomplishment,

display, and mercenary money, for the noble exhilaration of playing and hearing the

immortal quartets of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and Brahms. Historically, 40 years ago

at the University, he set a standard of quantity and quality in a series of Chamber music

programs never since planned and reached here. With the cooperation of Elizabeth

Cushman, Dr. Clarence Strachauer, Ray Shryock, and Lewellyan Daniel, they played 30

classic chamber works: 14 piano trios, six sonatas for piano and violin or cello, and eight

string quartets. He helped and encouraged his amateur friends and his pupils, such as

Jesse Shumann, Dick Welch, Mrs. Zelle, Mrs. Bearman, Mrs. Albee, and Mrs. Swain, to
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join him or among themselves in household groups in this refined essence of music, just

as kindred spirits gather in a reading circle about the poems of Goethe, Shelley and

Browning. His honest and generous devotion to all worthy music, irrespective of its

performer, was further shown by his faithful attendance at such programs.

A remarkably wide and generous interest in other arts was wholesomely shown by

Heinrich Hoevel in his some 25 years of fortnightly gatherings with kindred spirits in

Robert Koehler's Art League: his art school colleagues Goetsch Kees and Colburn, John

Forsythe and Chatwood Burton, F. W. Cappelen, Donald Ferguson and James Davies,

Hal Woodruff, McClumpha, "Billy" Heath, Dr. Strachauer and above all hovered the

unifying spirit of Dean Wulling.

That vital balance of body, mind and heart was trained in wholesome co-operation by

Hoevel's summer outings in the woods, waters and primitive geologic rocks of the Lake

Superior region and also by his week-end hiking and camping trips with his congenial

group at Zinta Lodge in the Elysium valley back of the historic Pond house, a bit down

from the Lyndale bridge on the Minnesota river. With what beaming joy would Heinrich

Hoevel, Carlo Fischer, Dr. French, and other Zinta-ites welcome their musical friends by

the brook, rippling summer and winter by the friendly door-step of the lodge!

To his German-speaking friends, like the von Scholten, Holtzermann and Koehler

families, to his exuberant cosmopolitan Willy Crosse colleague of many years, and his

made-over-in-Deutschland associates, Heinrich's gentle Deutsche Stimme came in

intimate brotherly nearness. It revealed a helpful, generous, kindly, truest gentleman,

into whose sympathetic eyes we loved to look as he told us with such quaint and full

enthusiasm of the original greatness of Nature and the supernal beauty of an immortal

Beethoven quartet.
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1 This also led to the adoption of German terminology in music, such terms as quarter

notes, half notes, etc.

2 Lewis's work has been discussed frequently. The latest treatment, John Graham Cook,

"Artist Henry Lewis, the Case of the Falsified Resume" in Minnesota History 57/5, Spring

2001, pp. 238-243, is a good starting point for the interested reader.

3 Postl wrote under the name of Charles Sealsfield. Among his novels were Tokeah (in

German as Der Legitime und die Republikaner), a tale of the Indian in conflict with

advancing "civilization," or Das Kajiitenbuch (The Cabin Book) about the struggle over

Texas.

4 Longfellow based his meter in Song of Hiawatha on the Kalevala Legend of Finland. A

line from the German version will show the metrical scheme.

Kaleva1a, Frau du al'te

By the shores' of Gitche Gu'mee

5 Even today these are available in many train stations in Germany and older Germans

express surprise that they are so little known in America.

6 The St. Paul Daily Globe carried accounts from 20 June through 24 June.

7 The treaty with the Chippewa had been signed only three years previously. Did the

supporters of the festival encourage this Indian entourage?

8 William Mentor Crosse (1867- ), pianistJcomposer, born in Dunedin, New Zealand (South

Island). His father died and his mother remarried. He grew up in Victoria, British Columbia,

Canada, where he studied with various teachers and then with Professor Duarney. He

entered the Leipzig Conservatory, 9 April 1885 as Student #4152. He studied piano with

Bruno Zwintscher and theory with Jadasohn, all with success. Zwintscher spoke of his

talent and his unusual industry and of his performances of the Mendelssohn G-Minor

Concerto, Moscheles Etudes, and Bach's Well-Tempered Clavier. He left the Conservatory at

Christmas 1887 (it was possible for students to stay on for further private study), In the

Twin Cities, he supervised students at St. Joseph's Academy in St. Paul and taught at

several Minneapolis institutions. He wrote rather extensively for piano, voice and chorus for

the publisher John Church & Co. of Cincinnati.

9 Alfred M. Shuey (1847- ), versatile musician, played violin, cornet, and organ, seven

instruments in all, composer, organist of Plymouth Congregational Church and St. Mark's

Episcopal Church. See the Appendix of Robert T. Laudon's "Gales of Music."

10 Gustavus Johnson (1856-1932), See Robert T. Laudon's "Gustavus Johnson, Pianist

Composer of Minneapolis."
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11 Willard Patton (1853-1924), tenor/composer. Robert T. Laudon is preparing and essay

on Patton. Also see Robert T. Laudon, Minnesota Music Teachers Association, The Profession

& the Community, 1901-2000 (Eden Prairie: by the Association, 2000), pp. 141-142

12 Henry S. Woodruff (1861-1943), singer, conductor, singer, organist, pianist and whistler,

see Laudon, op. cit. p 147.

13 Harlow Stearns Gale (1862-1945), music psychologist and writer. See Robert T. Laudon,

"Gales of Music."

14 A microfilm copy of this important source is found in the Research Library of the

Minnesota Historical Society.

15 Hoevel's parents must have been people of some substance to help him to such

instruction.

16 Ferdinand Hiller (1811-1885), a member of a wealthy Jewish family appeared in public

as pianist at the age of 10. He was educated in numerous centers, Weimar, Paris (1828

1835), where he became a friend of Chopin, Liszt, Berlioz and others. He spent as well some

time in Italy to study church music. He conducted in several cities of Germany. He took over

the conservatory in Cologne in 1850, conducted the Lower Rhine Music Festivals. He was

conservative in taste, anti-Wagner and Liszt, views that he expressed in the Niederrheinsiche

Musik-Zeitung.

17 Gustav Hollaender (1855-1915) appeared in public at an early age, then studied with

Ferdinand David who had a sort of finishing school for violinists at the Leipzig Conservatory

and in Berlin with Josesph Joachim, who had been a pupil of David, then a close friend of

Brahms and director of the Royal Conservatory in Berlin. It is evident that Hoevel's training

was fine.

18 Otto Klauwell (1851-1917), from a teaching family. Mter service in th.e Franco-Prussian

War, he studied mathematics at Leipzig and then at the Conservatory of Music under Carl

Reinecke and Alfred Richter. He wrote many studies after his dissertation The Canon in its

historical development (in German). He became acting director of the Cologne Conservatory in

1905.

19 Sir August Friedrich Manns (1825-1907) conductor of the orchestra from 1825 to 1901

presented some 14,000 concerts in total. The group gave orchestral concerts daily and

performed a "classical" concert every Saturday from October to April. George Grove (of

Grove's Dictionary fame), secretary of the Crystal Palace Company, became a principal force

for music at the palace. Percy Scholes in The Mirror ofMusic (London: Novello, 1947) p. 197,

describes the palace thus: "When the Great Exhibition of 1951 was over the question was

what to do with Paxton's wonderful glass and iron structure. It was decided to remove it

outside London to the heights of Sydenham. There it was re-erected-enlarged, so that in

cubic content it was almost half as big again as it had been. Ten thousand tons of iron went

into its structure; its glass if laid flat on the ground would have covered twenty-five acres.
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Dispersed about the building were quantities of sculpture, paintings, and every kind of

object of art and industry; around it were extensive grounds with terraces, parterres, and

fountains. It was the old idea of Vauxhall and the other Gardens carried out with a lavish

hand and on a gigantic scale, and like those places it was to depend for its attraction partly

on music." The reference is to the Pleasure Gardens of the 18th century which had gardens,

statues, possibility of food, and most prominently a bandstand where an orchestra and

prominent soloists performed. These were among the earliest public concerts of Europe.

When Hoevel says he was "first violinist," he means that he was a member of the first violin

section.

20 The Lachmund brothers, sons of Otto Lachmund, one of those who left Germany in the

wake of the failed 1848 revolutions and settled in Missouri and Iowa. While their father

opposed the German state, he recognized the fine German training in music. He sent Carl,

violinist/pianist, and Ernest, cellist, to the Cologne conservatory, 1867-1871. Carl was

extremely talented and accompanied the eminent violinist, Wilhelmj, on tour in the States

during 1880. The brothers returned to Germany in 1881. They settled in Berlin where Carl

studied with Moszkowski and Scharwenka (also taught in the Scharwenka Conservatory).

Ernest studied at the Konigliche Hochschule fur Musik with Robert Hausmann, the cellist of

the Joachim quartet. Entrance to this school was based on competition and it was an honor

to be accepted into their limited facilities. In the summers of 1882-1884, Carl studied with

Liszt in the summer classes at Weimar. Carl and his wife, Carrie, a harpist, were great

favorites of Liszt because they were seriously devoted to music, were talented, and because

they refused to enter into any of the cliques surrounding Liszt. They had many social

occasions with the Master. Upon their return to the States, they settled in Minneapolis, a

thriving city for music. Carl and Ernest taught, played in string quartets, Carl founded a

Juvenile String Orchestra, accompanied Marianne Brandt, the Austrian contralto, on tour.

Carl's wife died and he left in 1891 for New York where he founded a conservatory and

conducted a Women's String Orchestra. His book on Liszt's teaching is considered

fundamental to Liszt studies. Ernest, composed a good deal (as did Carl) and eventually

moved to Duluth where he established high-class instruction. He did not pursue what could

have been a brilliant career as cellist but was content to teach and to enjoy the wonders of

the out-of-doors and of fishing.

21 Lois Cooper, Thursday Musical, The First Century, 1892-1992 (Minneapolis: by the

Thursday Musical, 1992) p. 113.

22 See Robert T. Laudon essay, "Gales of Music," p. 4.

23 Caryl B. Storrs, Nature's Press Agent (Minneapolis: by the Tribune, 1914), the passage

quoted is on p. 29.

24 See the description by Caryl B. Storrs in his Visitin' 'Round in Minnesota (Minneapolis:

Minneapolis Tribune, 1916), the chapter "On Board S. S. America" pp. 136-139. Caryl Storrs
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was music and art critic for the Minneapolis Tribune and the individual chapters of this

collection had been originally published over a periods ofyears in the Tribune.

25 Storrs in his Visitin'Round, pp. 140-143 has a good description of the Eliasons.

26 ibid., p. 139.

27 Thorson had once been a sailor on a British ship and survived a shipwreck on the

Arabian Sea when the ship was on its way to Bombay. One of three lifeboats was

lost on the coral reefs, the other two managed to get to the shore with the occupants

badly injured by the coral. The Bedouins robbed them of belongings and almost all

their clothes. They eventually reached a small village which had British shark

fishermen where they recovered to some extent. Finally they were rescued by a

British ship sent to discover their fate. They were taken to Bombay where Adolf

distinguished himself by drinking out of the fmger bowl. This story so intrigued

Ferguson that he told it in his handwrittep. biography.

28 The original draft of this article is found in the University of Minnesota Archives.

It identifies more clearly the people connected with the Art League and his Art

School's colleagues Goetsch and von Schlegel, architects Fred Kees and Colburn,

John Forsythe and Chatwood Burton, engineer Cappelen, music makers and critics

Donald Ferguson and Jim Davies, our supergenial Hal Woodruff, the college don

McClumpha, our musically omniscient Billy Heath, our indefatigable cellist Dr.

Strachauer and above all hovered the unifying spirit of our lovely Dean Wulling. Gale

appended the following German phrases to his article: Du warst ein allerliebsten

Kerl, guter und hilfreicher Heinrich! Fur dein schones Leben unter uns, sind wir

unasusprechlich dankbar!
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